ETL processes play an increasingly important role for the support of modern business operations. These business processes are centred around artifacts with high variability and diverse lifecycles, which correspond to key business entities. The apparent complexity of these activities has been examined through the prism of Business Process Management, mainly focusing on functional requirements and performance optimization. However, the quality dimension has not yet been thoroughly investigated and there is a need for a more human-centric approach to bring them closer to business-users requirements. In this paper we take a first step towards this direction by defining a sound model for ETL process quality characteristics and quantitative measures for each characteristic, based on existing literature. Our model shows dependencies among quality characteristics and can provide the basis for subsequent analysis using Goal Modeling techniques. We showcase the use of Goal Modeling for ETL process design through a use case, where we employ the use of a goal model that includes quantitative components (i.e., indicators) for evaluation and analysis of alternative design decisions.
INTRODUCTION
Business Intelligence nowadays involves identifying, extracting, and analysing large amount of business data coming from diverse, distributed sources. In order to facilitate decision-makers, complex IT-systems are assigned with the task of integrating heterogeneous data deriving from operational activities and loading of the processed data to data warehouses, in a process known as Extraction Transformation Loading (ETL). This integration requires the execution of real-time, automated, data-centric business processes in a variety of workflow-based tasks. The main challenge is how to turn the integration process design, which has been traditionally predefined for periodic off-line mode execution, into a dynamic, continuous operation that can sufficiently meet end-user needs.
During the past years, there has been considerable research regarding the optimization of ETL flows in terms of functionality and performance [1, 2] . Moreover, in an attempt to manage the complexity of ETL processes on a conceptual level that reflects organizational operations, tools and models from the area of Business Process Management (BPM) have been proposed [3, 4] . These approaches make the crucial step of examining data-centric process models in an outlook that brings them closer to the business core and allows their functional validation and performance evaluation based on user input.
However, the dimension of process quality [5] has not yet been adequately examined in a systematic manner. Unlike other business processes, important quality factors for ETL process design are tightly coupled to information quality while depending on the interoperability of distributed engines. Added to that, there is increasing need for process automation in order to become more cost-effective [6] and therefore there needs to be a common ground between analysts and IT that would allow the seamless translation of high level quality concerns to design choices.
The identification of different perspectives of ETL processes -i) data-centric view, ii) software view and iii) business process view -attaches to them an interdisciplinary character and enables the consolidation and reuse of tools and practices from multiple well-established research areas for their analysis. Furthermore, recent advancements in the area of Requirements Engineering offer frameworks targeted to the domain of Business Intelligence that can facilitate ETL process analysis on a business level that is backed by measures and runtime behavior characteristics on the technical level. In addition, the emerging Data Warehousing paradigms of agile design [7] and self-service BI [8] present new opportunities, denoting the necessity of revisiting existing work in the area, in an angle that can promote ETL design automation, while exposing multiple quality dimensions.
In this paper we take a first step towards quality-aware ETL process design automation by defining a set of ETL process quality characteristics and the relationships between them, as well as by providing quantitative measures for each characteristic. For this purpose, we conduct a systematic literature review, extract the relevant quality aspects that have been proposed in literature and adapt them for our case. Subsequently, we produce a model that represents ETL process quality characteristics and the dependencies among them. In addition, we gather from existing literature metrics for monitoring all of these characteristics to quantitatively evaluate ETL processes. Our model can provide the basis for subsequent analysis that will use Goal Modeling techniques [9] to reason and make design decisions for specific use cases, as we showcase through the application of a Goal Model with quantitative components (i.e., indicators) to a running example. We illustrate how our model works through a running example, based on the TPC-H benchmark † . The running example is an ETL process, which extracts data from a source relational database (TPC-H DB) and after processing, loads data to a data warehouse (DW) and can be described by the following query: Load in the DW all the suppliers in Europe together with their information (phones, addresses etc.), sorted on their revenue. The tables that are used from the source database are Supplier, Nation, Region and Lineitem. After Supplier entries have been filtered to keep only suppliers in Europe, the revenue for each supplier is calculated based on the supplied lineitems and subsequently, they are sorted on revenue and loaded to the DW. One simple conceptual model (CM_A) for this process is depicted in Fig. 1 , using the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN ‡ ). An ETL process can be designed in more than one way, each design offering different advantages over the other. In Fig. 2 we can see an alternative conceptual model (CM_B) for our example ETL process with the same functionality as CM_A (Fig. 1 ), yet including additional tasks. It includes a Web Service (WS) call to complete suppliers' info and improve data completeness; crosschecking with an external data source to correct information and improve data accuracy; replication of the revenue calculation step to improve robustness; and the addition of a recovery point to improve recoverability. In the following sections we will show through our running example how our proposed models can be used as a basis for i) quality-aware evaluation of ETL processes and ii) ETL process re-design that uses as input only the user-defined importance of different quality characteristics. For the former, we show how the two alternative designs of the same ETL process, despite having the same functionality, differ in quality characteristics in a way that can be quantified, using the measures that we have identified. For the latter, we showcase a user-centered method that starts with the design of CM_A; incrementally generates patterns on the process in order to improve specific quality characteristics; and (semi)-automatically produces the design of CM_B and its corresponding implementation.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work regarding quality characteristics for design evaluation. In Section 3 we present the extraction of our model from related work. The definitions, measures and dependencies among characteristics are presented in Section 4 and Section 5 where we distinguish between characteristics with construct implications and those only for design evaluation, respectively. In Section 6 we present goal modeling frameworks and in Section 7 we validate the usefulness of our models and showcase through examples how they can be used for quality-based ETL process evaluation and redesign. Finally, we provide our conclusions and future work in Section 8.
RELATED WORK
Quality has always been a central concern for data warehouses, mainly due to the costly resources invested in their development. [10] takes the important step of introducing a business perspective to data warehouse quality, by introducing an extended architecture with different conceptual levels, which enables separation of concerns as well as traceability from client intentions to physical data models. It also captures the notion of goal negotiation for conflicting quality goals.
The significance of quality characteristics for the design and evaluation of ETL processes has also gained attention recently. [6] recognizes the importance of considering not only process functionality but also quality metrics throughout a systematic ETL process design. Thus, it defines a set of quality characteristics specific to ETL processes that it refers to as QoX metrics and provides guidelines for reasoning about the degree of their satisfaction over alternative designs and the tradeoffs among them. A more recent work that has also considered the ideas from [6] is the work from [11] . Based on well-known standards for software quality, the author maps software quality attributes to ETL specific parameters which he calls QoX factors. He defines these factors in ETL context and reasons about the impact that the different ETL subsystems might have on each characteristic.
Focusing on Information Quality, [12] provides a comprehensive list of criteria for the evaluation of Information Systems for data integration. In the same area, [13] identifies most important challenges for Data Integration and highlights quality concerns in distributed, heterogeneous environments. Likewise, [14] identifies the various stakeholders in Data Warehousing activities and the differences in their roles as well as the importance of reasoning among alternative quality concerns and how that affects design choices.
In the last years, there has been an effort in the area of Business Process Management to quantify process quality characteristics and to empirically validate the use of well-defined metrics for the evaluation of specific quality characteristics. In this respect, [15] proposes a framework for managing, modeling and evaluating software processes; defines and experimentally validates a set of measures to assess, among others understandability and modifiability of process models. Similar empirical validation is provided by [5] , which relates understandability and modifiability to innate characteristics of business process models.
Our approach differs from the above-mentioned ones in that we specifically focus on the process perspective of ETL processes. Instead of providing some characteristics as examples like in [6] , we propose a comprehensive list of quality characteristics and we adjust them for our case. In addition, for each of these characteristics we provide quantitative metrics that are backed by literature.
EXTRACTING QUALITY CHARACTERISTICS
Our model mainly derives from a systematic literature review that we conducted, following the guidelines reported by [16] . The research questions addressed by this study are the following: RQ1) What ETL process quality characteristics have been addressed? RQ2) What is the definition for each quality characteristic?
Our search process used an automated keyword search of SpringerLink § , ACM Digital Library ¶ , ScienceDirect and IEEE Xplore * * . Thus, we searched not one, but multiple electronic resources, following the guidelines from [17] . These electronic resources were chosen because of their popularity within the software engineering community -and the data warehousing research domain in specific -and because we found during our review planning phase that other indexing services (e.g., Citeseer library, Google scholar) only include for our topic of interest, a subset of the material found in our chosen resources. Our goal was to gather all peer-reviewed studies related to our search and therefore we selected a set of resources that is complete with respect to international conference publications, journals and books in the research area of data warehousing.
The search strings were the following:
• (quality attributes OR quality characteristics OR qox) AND ("etl" OR "extraction transformation loading") AND ("information technology" OR "business intelligence") • (quality attributes OR quality characteristics OR qox) AND ("data integration" OR "information systems integration" OR "data warehouses") AND ("quality aware" OR "quality driven")
The inclusion criterion for the studies was that they should identify a wide range of quality characteristics for data integration processes and thus only studies that mentioned at least 10 different quality characteristics were included. The quality characteristics could refer to any stage of the process as well as to the quality of the target repositories as a result of the process. We should mention at this point that there exists a large number of studies focusing specifically on the quality dimension of Data Quality, but the rationale of our search was to gather all different quality dimensions previously studied, which justifies our inclusion criterion. One exclusion criterion was that studies should be written in English. Whenever multiple studies from same line of work were identified, our approach was to include the most recent or the most extensive version of the study.
The result of our selection process was a final set of 5 studies. Nevertheless, in an attempt to improve the completeness of our sources, we also considered the ETL subsystems as defined in [18] for an industry perspective on the area, as well as standards from the field of software quality. Regarding software quality, our approach was to study the work by [19] and include in our model all the attributes relevant to ETL processes, with the required definition adjustments. This way we reviewed a commonly accepted, generic taxonomy of software quality attributes, while at the same time avoiding the adherence to more recent, strictly defined standards for practical industrial use, which we are nevertheless aware of [20] . The complete list from the resulting 7 sources, covering the most important characteristics from a process perspective can be seen in Fig. 3 . In many cases we discovered that the same quality characteristic was referenced using a different term (synonym) and that term is shown at the corresponding table cell under each approach. Data quality is a prime quality chracteristic of ETL processes. Its significance is recognized by all the approaches presented in our selected sources, except for [11] and [19] , since the factors in their analyses derive directly or indirectly from generic software quality attributes. Our model was enriched with a more clear perspective of data quality in Information Systems and a practical view of how quality criteria can lead to design decisions, after reviewing the work by [12] . Although this framework is intended for interoperation of distributed Information Systems in general, many aspects are clearly applicable in the case of ETL processes where data sources can be found in diverse locations and types.
Performance, was given attention by all presented approaches , which was expected since time behavior and resource efficiency are the main aspects that have traditionally been examined as optimization objectives. On the other hand, [11] and [6] were the only approaches to include the important characteristic of upstream overhead. However, [11] does not include security, which is discussed in the rest of the works. The same is true for auditability, which is absent from [19] but found in all other works. Reliability on the other hand, is recognized as a crucial quality factor by all approaches. As expected, the more abstract quality characteristics adaptability and usability are less commonly found in the sources, in contrast with manageability which is found in all approaches except for [13] , which does not discuss about intangible characteristics.
Although we include cost efficiency in Fig. 3 , in the remainder of this paper this characteristic is not examined as the rest. The reason is that we view our quality-based analysis in a similar perspective as [21] , who consider cost as a separate concern to the rest of the attributes, according to which any quality attribute can be improved by spending more resources and it is a matter of weighting the benefits of this improvement to the required cost that can lead to rational decisions. In our case, cost is considered to act as a restriction to the search space of alternative process designs. In addition, we regarded safety as non-relevant for the case of ETL processes, since these processes are computer-executable, non-critical and hence the occurrence of accidents or mishaps is not a concern. Similarly, we considered that the characteristics of accessibility, usefulness, customer support, believability, amount of data and objectivity found in [14] and [12] are not relevant for our case, as they refer to the quality of source or target repositories, yet do not depend on the ETL process. Likewise, licencing [13] refers to concrete tools and platforms while our ETL quality analysis is platform independent.
Thus, we regarded for our models only characteristics that are related to the process perspective of the ETL and other aspects, such as characteristics of the source or target repositories, which are independent of the process, were considered to extend beyond the concern of this study. In this respect, we disregarded ETL quality dimensions specific to the target data warehouse, such as the quality of OLAP modeling (e.g., schemata, hierarchies). Nevertheless, our assumption is that the ETL processes evaluated by our models are functionally correct and produce output corresponding to the target repositories' data modeling. Hence, as we will show in the following sections, our method for process redesign receives as input an ETL process that has been designed respecting the information requirements of the data warehouse.
Through our study we identified that there are two different types of characteristicscharacteristics that can actively drive the generation of patterns in the ETL process design and characteristics that cannot explicitly indicate the use of specific design patterns, but can still be measured and affect the evaluation of and the selection among alternative designs. In the remainder of this paper we refer to the first category as characteristics with construct implications and to the second as characteristics for design evaluation.
PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS WITH CONSTRUCT IMPLICATIONS
In this section, we present our model for characteristics with construct implications. Subsequently, we show the relationships between different characteristics and showcase the use of our model through our running example. The proposed list of characteristics and measures can be extended or narrowed down to match the requirements for specific use cases. Thus, our model is extensible and can constitute a template, generically capturing the quality dimensions of ETL processes and their interrelationships, which can be modified and instantiated per case. The definition of each characteristic can be adjusted; the proposed measures are only mentioned as valid examples that can be extended or replaced by other more appropriate ones; users can decide to use only an excerpt of the model; and the quantitative effect that each characteristic can have to another can differ for different cases. The above points also stand for the model of the following section, about characteristics for design evaluation.
Characteristics and Measures
In this subsection, we provide a definition for each characteristic as well as candidate metrics under each definition, based on existing approaches that we discovered coming from literature and practice in the areas of Data Warehousing and Software Engineering. For each metric there is a definition and a symbol, either (+) or (−) denoting whether the maximization or minimization of the metric is desirable, respectively. Similarly to the quality characteristics, the measures come from the areas of Data Warehousing, ETL, Data Integration and Software Engineering and Business Process Management.
1. data quality (DQ): the fitness for use of the data produced as the outcome of the ETL process.
It includes:
(a) data accuracy: percentage of data without data errors. M1: % of correct values [22] (+) M2: % of delivered accurate entities [22] (+) (b) data completeness: degree of absence of missing values and entities.
M1: % of missing entities from their appropriate storage [23, 22] (−) M2: % of non-empty values [22] (+) (c) data freshness: indicator of how recent data is with respect to time elapsed since last update of the target repository from the data source. M1: Instant when data are stored in the system -Instant when data are updated in the real world [22] (−) M2: Request time -Time of last update [22] (−) M3: 1 / (1 -age * Frequency of updates) [22] (−) (d) data consistency: degree to which each user sees a consistent view of the data and data integrity is maintained throughout transactions and across data sources. M1: % of entities that violate business rules [23, 22] (−) M2: % of duplicates [22] (−) (e) data interpretability: degree to which users can understand data that they get.
M1: # of entities with interpretable data (documentation for important values) [22] (+) M2: Score from User Survey (Questionnaire) [22] (+)
2. performance (PF): the performance of the ETL process as it is implemented on a system, relative to the amount of resources utilized and the timeliness of the service delivered. It includes:
(a) time efficiency: the degree of low response times, low processing times and high throughput rates. (a) confidentiality: the degree to which data and processes are protected from unauthorized disclosure. M1: % of mobile computers and devices that perform all cryptographic operations using FIPS 140-2 cryptographic modules [25] (+) M2: % of systems (workstations, laptops, servers) with latest antispyware signatures [26] (+) M3: % of remote access points used to gain unauthorized access [25] (−) M4: % of users with access to shared accounts [25] (−) (b) integrity: the degree to which data and processes are protected from unauthorized modification. M1: % of systems (workstations, laptops, servers) with latest antivirus signatures [26] (+) (c) reliability: the degree to which the ETL process can maintain a specified level of performance for a specified period of time. It includes: i. availability: the degree to which information, communication channels, the system and its security mechanisms are available when needed and functioning correctly. M1: Mean time between failures (MTBF) [23] (+) M2: Uptime of ETL process [23] (+) ii. fault tolerance: the degree to which the process operates as intended despite the presence of faults. M1: Score representing asynchronous resumption support [23] (+) iii. robustness: the degree to which the process operates as intended despite unpredictable or malicious input. M1: # of replicated processes [23] (+) iv. recoverability: the degree to which the process can recover the data directly affected in case of interruption or failure. M1: # of recovery points used [23] In the same direction as [6] and [19] we also recognise that ETL process characteristics are not independent of each other and each time a decision has to be made, the alternative options might affect different characteristics differently, but that this is not realized in completely ad hoc ways. On the contrary, we argue that there is an inherent relationship between characteristics and it can be depicted in a qualitative model that can be instantiated per case for reasoning and automation. Our vision is that this objective model can be generic yet powerful enough in order to aid in a broad range of ETL process design decisions.
Our model for the dependencies among characteristics with construct implications can be seen in Fig. 4 . In this model we include all the characteristics with construct implications that we have identified and defined in Sec. 3. It consists of first-level characteristics and in some cases secondor even third-level sub-characteristics and can be read in a cause-and-effect fashion, i.e., improving one characteristic leads to improvement or deterioration of another characteristic. We should notice that although traditionally availability is classified directly under security, for our case availability is in fact a subgoal of reliability. The reason is that we regard the satisfaction of availability as a necessary but not sufficient condition for reliability. Reliability additionally requires maintaining specified SLAs for the ETL process and therefore in our model we place availability under reliability and reliability under security.
Coming back to our running example from Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 , it is clear that the second design would require more time and more computational resources than the first one in order to perform the additional tasks. The measures of Process execution time and CPU load measured in percentage of utilization would have higher values indicating worse time efficiency and resource utilization. Thus, improved Data Quality and Reliability would have to be considered at the price of decreased Performance and whether or not the decision to select the second design would be optimal, would depend on the importance of each of these characteristics for the end-user. We will quantitatively show these effects in the following subsection.
As can be seen in Fig. 4 the improvement of any other characteristic negatively affects performance. That is reasonable since such improvements would require the addition of extra complexity to the ETL process, diverging from the optimal simplicity that favours performance. Improving Data Quality would require additional checks, more frequent refreshments, additional data processing and so on, thus utilizing more resources and imposing a heavier load on the system. In the same manner, improving security would require more complex authentication, authorization and accounting (AAA) mechanisms, encryption, additional recovery points, etc., similarly having negative impact on performance. Likewise, improving auditability would require additional processes for logging, monitoring as well as more resources to constantly provide realtime access to such information to end-users. In a similar fashion, promoting upstream overhead limitation would demand locks and scheduling to minimize impact of ETL processes on competing resources and therefore time and throughput limitations.
On the other hand, improving security positively affects data quality since data becomes more protected against ignorant users and attackers, making it more difficult for data and system processes to be altered, destroyed or corrupted. Therefore, data integrity becomes easier to maintain. In addition, improved system availability and robustness leads to improved data quality in the sense that processes for data refreshing, data cleaning and so on remain undisrupted.
Regarding the impact that improving auditability has to security, it is obvious that keeping track of system's operation traces and producing real-time monitoring analytics foster faster and easier threat detection and mitigation, thus significantly benefiting security. On the contrary, these operations have a negative impact on upstream overhead limitation, following the principle that one system cannot be measured without at the same time being affected.
Calculating the measures
In this subsection, we go through the measures that we have defined and apply them on our running example. We will do the same for the following section about the second category of measures and for both categories, each measure is represented in the form of:
, where Char_Abbr is the characteristic abbreviation (e.g., PF for performance); Subchar_No, Measure_Id etc., are the indexes of the measures' enumerations from the related sections; and Model_Id can take the values CM_A or CM_B, for the simple or the more complex ETL flow, or can be missing if we refer to both examples.
Through this example we showcase i) how our proposed measures can be used and ii) how two alternative ETL designs for the same process can differ with regards to different quality dimensions, as is reflected by the corresponding measures, in a way that qualitatively agrees with our proposed model. In Fig. 5 we can see the corresponding logical representations of the ETL designs from Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 , that were drawn using the Pentaho Data Integration † † Visual Designer. We conducted our experiments using MySQL database that was populated with data generated by the TPC-H data generator. The number of tuples for each table of the database were as follows: Data quality can be measured for the data produced and exported to the Data Warehouse. Obviously, the quality of these data depends not only on the ETL process, but also on the data quality at the resources that it utilizes, which in our case is the data quality of the TPC-H database, as well as the data quality of the data provided by the WS and the text file, for the second ETL flow. For illustration purposes, we artificially dirtied the automatically generated data on the TCP-H database including null values for the phones of suppliers, as well as phone numbers with wrong formatting, not including country codes. We executed this process randomly, but for a specified percentage of records. We have manipulated the data on the TPC-H database so that they contain null address values for 10% of all the suppliers, as well as missing area code at the 10% of non-null phone numbers of the suppliers stored in the database. After executing CM_A or CM_B, the result is the export of 1987 records about suppliers and their revenues to the DW.
To measure data accuracy, we count the number of (non-null) exported records that are incorrect, which for our case translates to missing area codes of phone numbers. Then for each of the two ETL flows we get the values for DQ.a.M1 as shown in Table I .
We notice here that for the second ETL flow, all the incorrect values have been identified and corrected by crosschecking with the text file. That is because we assume that the text file is complete and does not contain any mistakes. This measure could similarly have been used for the incorrect addresses or names if there was a mechanism to identify them or a record could be considered correct only if all the considered attribute values were correct and then the measure could be used in a combined way. The last case would measure the percentage of delivered accurate tuples, as defined in DQ.a.M2 of data accuracy.
For data completeness, we count the number of null values, which for our case can be found in the suppliers' phone number field. Thus, we get the values for DQ.b.M2 as shown in Table I .
Again, we observe that data completeness for the second ETL flow is improved, due to the completion of data using the WS. The reason that completeness for the second ETL flow is not 100%, is because we have created the WS registry so that approximately only half of the suppliers can be found there with their details, to resemble the real case situation where improved completeness could come from a more complete registry, of course at a higher cost. When it comes to measure DQ.b.M1 of data completeness, incompleteness of that kind could occur when incorrect or missing values would result in tuples of suppliers not being present on the final resultset.
Considering data freshness, it would be the same for both ETL flows, unless we assumed that external data sources (WS registry and text file) contain more/less up-to-date information. If we assume for example that the data sources were updated 20 days ago where time units are days, and that they get updated once every month, we can calculate DQ.c.M3 as shown in Table I .
To estimate DQ.c.M1, we would need to know for example when suppliers changed their phone number and when it was updated in the database. For DQ.c.M2 we would need to know how much time passed between the last update of a record and when it was actually first requested.
When it comes to data consistency, DQ.d.M2 could be measured by the percentage of tuples in the resulting dataset that refer to the same supplier, which nevertheless do not exist in our example since every supplier is uniquely included. In addition, DQ.d.M1 could have been affected if there were entries with different names for the same country (e.g., United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland as opposed to United Kingdom) or values of different format for the same attribute (i.e., phone number as "424-242-424-242" instead of "424242424242").
For data interpretability, to measure DQ.e.M1 we would take under consideration the existence of comment fields for important attributes and their completeness for the resulting data. We notice that there are plenty such comment fields in our database. For DQ.e.M2, we would conduct a survey where actual/potential users of the ETL process would describe how well they understand the meaning and content of each field of the resulting data.
Performance was measured by executing both of the ETL flows on Kettle Engine, running on Mac OS X, 1.7 GHz Intel Core i5, 4GB DDR3 and kept average values from 10 executions.
In Table II we can see the calculation of values for measures PF.a.M1 and PF.a.M3 for time efficiency.
Due to the existence of blocking operators, it is not relevant to calculate measure PF.a.M2 for latency per tuple. As blocking operations, we consider the steps that have to be completed and all of the values that they process have to be calculated before moving to the succeeding operators, which for our case are the aggregation and the sorting steps.
For resource utilization, the calculation of measures PF.b.M1 and PF.b.M2 are shown in Table II  and Table III. For capacity, we consider the size of the input datasets processed by these ETL flows, divided by the time that they need to execute and calculate measures PF.c.M1 in Table III .
We should notice here that the input size for the two processes slightly differs, because for the second process we also have to take under consideration the input data that come from the data cleaning tasks (WS and text file). A possible explanation for the big difference of the throughput values for the two ETL flows can be that the second flow requires the concurrent execution of a number of steps, which decreases the available processing power that accounts for each.
It is clear from all the performance measures shown above, that the design of CM_B is significantly worse that that of CM_A with respect to performance. In other words, the measures agree with our model, according to which the improvement of some quality characteristic(s) (i.e., data quality and security in our example) negatively affects some other(s) (i.e., performance, if we compare CM_B to CM_A).
When it comes to modes, if we consider batch processing and real-time processing as the two possible modes, our ETL flows are only designed to be executed in a batch mode, as calculated in measure PF.d.M1 (Table III) .
Upstream overhead can be considered as the additional load that comes into play because of the use of additional services, which in our case can refer to the WS. Therefore, there would be upstream overhead only for the second ETL flow and it could be measured as such:
This memory consumption lasted for as long as the interaction of the ETL with the WS that was an avarage of 12.9sec, which corresponds to:
12.9sec
18.9sec = 68% of the process cycle time. Security did not play an important role for setting up our tests, except from reliability. Thus, for confidentiality, SE.a.M1 would be 0, since we are not using any cryptographic operations and the web service communication is realized over HTTP. SE.a.M2 would refer to the anti-spyware installed in the operation system of the computer where we run the ETL processes and SE.a.M3 would also be 0 since there was no provisioning for accessing or firing the execution of the ETL processes remotely. SE.a.M4 would be 100%, since all users could have shared access to the 
50%
terminal of the process execution. Similarly for integrity, SE.b.M1 would refer to antivirus installed in the operation system of the terminal where we run the ETL processes.
When it comes to reliability, the measures for availability and fault tolerance can easily be extracted from historic traces of the ETL process execution, monitoring the time of failures and the periods during which the ETL process was available and the periods during which it was not responsive, for example due to memory limitations in high demand. Of course, such analysis presumes that the ETL process has a continuous lifecycle, corresponding to changing data in the data sources. Regarding robustness, in the second ETL flow there is a part that duplicates the calculation steps to guarantee that even in the presence of unpredictable or malicious input that could cause the failure of this part of the ETL flow, there will be a duplicate of this part for the resumption of the execution. Thus, the measure for the second ETL flow is:
In a similar manner, recoverability is improved in the second ETL flow, by the addition of a recovery point. Thus, if for any reason the execution of the ETL flow is interrupted or terminated, already processed data is not lost and execution can continue, starting from the latest checkpoint.
• SE.c.iv.M 1(CM _B) = N o_of _recovery_points = 1
The next two measures SE.c.iv.M2 and SE.c.iv.M3 for recoverability, can again be extracted from historic traces of the ETL process execution.
Auditability and traceability can be measured, arguing that all of the KPIs or measures that have been considered so far can be monitored and followed for both ETL flows. Therefore, assuming that these are all the KPIs that we are interested in, the corresponding measure would be: 
PROCESS CHARACTERISTICS FOR DESIGN EVALUATION
In this section we show our model about characteristics for design evaluation. These characteristics are the most difficult ones to analyze as they are more abstract and intangible. As mentioned above, the intention of this model is to be used as an extensible, modifiable template that can be adjusted per case. Similarly to Sec. 4 we first define the characteristics and then show the relationships among them.
Characteristics and Measures
In this subsection we provide a definition for each characteristic for design evaluation, as well as proposed metrics deriving from literature.
1. adaptability (AD): the degree to which ETL process can effectively and efficiently be adapted for different operational or usage environments. It includes:
(a) scalability: the ability of the ETL process to handle a growing demand, regarding both the size and complexity of input data and the number of concurrent process users. M1: Ratio of system's productivity figures at two different scale factors, where productivity figure = throughput * QoS/ cost [28] (+) M2: # of Work Products of the process model, i.e., documents and models produced during process execution [15] (−) (b) flexibility: the ability of the ETL flow to provide alternative options and dynamically adjust to environmental changes (e.g., by automatically switching endpoints). M1: # of precedence dependences between activities [15] (−) (c) reusability: the degree to which components of the ETL process can be used for operations of other processes. 
Characteristics Relationships
In Fig. 6 we show the dependencies among characteristics for design evaluation. Increased usability favors manageability because a more concise, self-descriptive system is easier to operate and maintain. Similarly, adaptability positively affects usability, since an easily configured system is easier to use and does not require specialized skill-set from the end user. On the other hand, adaptability can be achieved with more complex systems and therefore it negatively affects manageability. This negative relationship might appear counter-intuitive, but it should be noted that our view of adaptability does not refer to autonomic behavior, which would possibly provide self-management capabilities. Instead, we regard manageability from an operator's perspective where control is desirable and the addition of unpredictable, "hidden" mechanisms would make the process more difficult to test and maintain. Regarding the apparent conflict between the negative direct relationship among Adaptability and Manageability and the transitive positive relationship between Adaptability, Usability and Manageability, our qualitative model allows for different direct and indirect influences between characteristics. If the model is instantiated and extended with measurable components to quantitatively specify these influences (i.e., weights on the edges of the Digraph), then the compound effect that the improvement of one characteristic has to another will depend on the elicitation techniques used.
Calculating the measures
Similarly to the previous section and using the same notation, we show in this subsection how our measures can be calculated for the characteristics for design evaluation, for the two alternative designs of Fig. 5 . Adaptability was measured as such: for the first measure AD.a.M1 of scalability, we can calculate the throughput, cost and QoS for two different scale factors, for example for different allocation of resources (CPU, memory etc.) to the system for the ETL process execution. As QoS we can consider any of the measures that we have examined so far. The calculation of measure AD.a.M2 is as follows:
The difference is due to the fact that the second ETL flow exports data not only to the DW, but also to the checkpoint and so it has 2 work products.
To measure flexibility, we have to count the precedence dependences between activities, for example for every Join operation, the incoming data streams must be sorted, which dictates precedence dependences between Join and Sort operators. Essentially, the way that both of these ETL flows have been designed, there are precedence dependences between each operation and its predecessor(s), so this measure will equal to the number of edges, if we view the ETL process as a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG):
Regarding reusability, we can calculate measures AD.c.M1 and AD.c.M2 with respect to the ability of operations to be reused in other ETL flows. For example, using the GUI for Pentaho Data Integration (PDI), some operators can simply be copied/pasted to/from the clipboard and function normally as part of different flows. These operators could be considered to have locality among the different flows. This is not true for example for Table input/output operations, since the database connectivity and data source to be used must be explicitly defined for every flow. For measure AD.c.M1, we can compare the two ETL flows and identify the operators that have been reused from the first to the second flow, which for our case are all of the operators from the first flow:
• AD.c.M 1(CM _B) = %_of _reused_operators = Usability and understandability were evaluated using the following measures: 
Manageability can be measured, if we consider the ETL flow as a DAG, where each ETL logical operation corresponds to a node and each control flow precedence relationship corresponds to a directed edge. Hence, we have the measures for maintainability as shown in Table IV and Table V. Regarding testability, we can measure Cyclomatic Complexity (CC) for each flow:
From the above measures, we can clearly see how the design of CM_B is less usable, manageable and adaptable than CM_A. This is not only an intuitive impression from looking at a more complex process model, but can also be quantitatively measured in an automatic and straightforward fashion, thanks to the gathered metrics.
GOAL MODELING FOR ETL DESIGN
The research area of Requirements Engineering has been active over the past years, offering a plethora of frameworks and methodologies to bridge the gap between stakeholders' (early and late) design goals and specific decisions. The field of Goal-Oriented Requirements Engineering additionally depicts the alignment between requirements and goals and their relationship to strategic decisions.
A goal constitutes an objective of a business, for example Increase revenue, Improve customer satisfaction and so on. A goal can be satisfied or not, depending not only on the success of the corresponding tactical steps undertaken but also on factors external to the goal, such as environmental conditions or the satisfaction or not of other goals that can affect it. Hence, a goal can be decomposed (or refined as found in literature) to other more simple goals -its subgoalsin different ways, the most common being AND and OR decomposition. Examples of subgoals for the goal Increase revenue, can be the goals Reduce production costs and Increase sales.
In general, the semantics of an AND-decomposition is that if all of the subgoals of a goal G that participate in the same AND-decomposition are satisfied, then G is satisfied. Regarding ORdecomposition, it introduces the possibility of alternative ways to satisfy one goal. That is, if any of the (groups of AND-)subgoals of a goal G that participate in an OR-decomposition is satisfied, then G is satisfied. Furthermore, the satisfaction of a goal might be influenced by the satisfaction of another goal, either positively or negatively.
It is natural that goals and their interrelationships are usually depicted diagrammatically using goal-models, with goals being represented as boxes and arrows connecting them to show relationships for goal elicitation. For our case, goals are quality goals about the ETL process (e.g., Improve performance, Improve data quality) and as we have mentioned above, the satisfaction of one such goal might affect negatively or positively the satisfaction of another, which can be shown in the model using arrows of positive or negative influence. In addition, quality goals can be decomposed to subgoals, for example the goal Improve reliability can be satisfied either by satisfying the goal Improve robustness OR the goal Improve recoverability. These refinements can be directly derived by our model of quality characteristics and subcharacteristics, where the improvement of the latter can play the role of subgoals to the goals of improvement of the former. We can see for our use case, goals, subgoals and influences in Fig. 7 , but more details about this model will be provided below, where we describe the specific goal modeling paradigm that has been used.
Goal models are used not only to lighten for business users the cognitive load of managing multiple goals but also to aid in their analysis through reasoning. By defining specific rules for satisfaction propagation through different parts of the goal model (e.g., if any of the AND-subgoals is denied → the goal is denied), users can assume given values for part of the model and test the feasibility of different what-if scenarios; they can see what implications (if any) are applied to the other parts of the model; in some models they can even make decisions about specific actions to be taken, in a top down approach where they select which goal(s) they would like to satisfy. Different goal modeling paradigms offer different levels of expressiveness.
A thorough review of goal-oriented approaches is provided by [32, 33] which present the basic concepts of goal-oriented requirements engineering and show through examples how goals can be refined for the selection among alternative architectural designs. The author illustrates the use of the KAOS framework for modeling, specifying and analyzing requirements in order to decide about system architectures. Additionally to goal decompositions, contribution links and partial negative or positive contribution among goals, the NFR (non-functional requirement) modeling framework [34] also introduces the concept of softgoals: intangible goals without clear-cut criteria. The i* [35] framework integrates these concepts with resources, and dependencies between actors to facilitate the modeling for identifying stakeholders and for examining the problem domain while exposing early phase system design requirements.
In a more recent work, [36] compares several existing approaches on goal oriented requirements analysis and shows how different modeling of the same goals can lead to different evaluation and decisions.
Goal modeling approaches have also been suggested to aid with decision making for Business Intelligence. An application of the Tropos goal modeling methodology [37] to data warehousing is suggested by [38] , which introduces a technique to map requirements with facts, dimensions and measures to relevant data schemata and decisions. This technique can be seen as a first step towards requirements-oriented data warehousing, concentrating on functionality and early phase design. [39] presents a goal modeling framework to support Collaborative BI systems requirements elicitation and the business intelligence model (BIM) [40] is a goal modeling paradigm, specific to BI context that is used to represent, in an object-centered way the interaction among different goals and situations.
Applying BIM to ETL processes
We applied the BIM Model for our running example (Fig. 7) , in order to aid in ETL Process design decisions. In the BIM model, a goal is an intentional situation that is desired by the (viewpoint) organization and BIM models the positive or negative relationship among them, their elicitation from other goals (subgoals) and from tasks (or processes as they are referred in newer versions), which are processes or set of actions that are related to some goal and can achieve it, to provide a "how" dimension. The satisfaction of a goal can be inferred from the satisfaction level of other goals. For our case, goals are quality goals for the ETL process (e.g., Improve reliability) and tasks are some patterns that can be applied to the ETL process in order to improve some quality dimensions (e.g., Add recovery point to improve recoverability).
The BIM core also includes indicators to evaluate the satisfaction of goals and measure the use of processes. Indicators act as the measurable component to bridge the gap between business objectives and real, actual data that support or decline their satisfaction. For our case, our defined quality measures (the actual metrics) from Section 4 and Section 5, can play the role of indicators (e.g., % of correct values). It also includes internal and external situations to model state information and at the lowest refinement level. For our case, situations can represent states internal or external to the ETL process, which can be favorable or unfavorable to the goals (e.g., an external situation to the ETL process can be the Quality of HW/SW resources).
To put it all together, the main elements of the goal model can be derived in a very straightforward and intuitive manner from the classification and the models that we have introduced in Section 4 and Section 5.
• The improvement of each quality characteristic constitutes a goal.
• The improvement of characteristic a that is a subcharacteristic of characteristic b constitutes an OR-subgoal of the goal Improve b.
• The positive/negative influences between goals can be directly derived from the positive/negative influences that we have shown in the characteristics relationships ( Fig. 4 and Fig. 6 ).
• The measures (metrics) that we have defined for each quality characteristic can play the role of indicators, evaluating the goals related to the corresponding characteristics. It should be noted here that indicators must be unique for each goal, according to the specification of BIM. Thus, in cases where there is more than one measure that can be used for the evaluation of a goal, they should be aggregated (e.g., using simple additive weighting method) into one compound indicator.
Unlike the above-mentioned elements, the tasks and the situations are not directly derived from our models. Tasks represent an arsenal of possible (reusable) actions that can be taken and their definition as well as their impact on goals require domain knowledge and evidence to be supported. For our case, the tasks depicted in our model have been collected from literature and validated by experiments that we have conducted with multiple ETL processes. They have also been translated to patterns in order to be automatically integrable to any ETL flow using our tool implementation, about which we discuss in the following section. Modeling of situations also requires domain knowledge, as well as contextualization to match the state information of specific use cases. This stands not only for tasks and situations, since for different use cases and contexts, different quality characteristics and metrics can be used, which can be different subsets of the elements of our models, and/or different, new ones defined in a similar fashion, thus resulting in different goal models.
As mentioned above, apart from concise visual representation, goal models are used for what-if analysis and reasoning, which for the case of the BIM model is straightforward, since it can be directly translated to the OWL 2 DL [41]. As example of translation of (Fig. 7) to OWL we show the following facts:
Class: ImproveDataQuality SubClassOf: (+ _ infBy some ImproveReliability) Class: ImproveDataQuality SubClassOf: (refinedBy exactly 2) and (refines exactly 0) and (influences exactly 1) and (infBy exactly 2) Listing 1: OWL facts for running example For more information about the BIM and its translation to OWL, interested readers are referred to [42] . 
USER-CENTERED ETL OPTIMIZATION
In this section, we showcase how our model can provide the conceptual and practical base, upon which a user-centered method can be applied to translate user goals about ETL process quality to specific implementation steps. Thus, we introduce our proposed architecture of this method together with explanation of how it is applied to our running example.
In Fig. 8 we can see the architecture of a novel methodology, which we have presented in [43] , for the end-to-end design of ETL processes that takes under consideration both functional and nonfunctional requirements. As can be seen from Fig. 8 , which is labeled with a number for each step, our methodology consists of three phases: design of an ETL process based on functional requirements (steps 1-3); improvement by instillation of user-defined quality characteristics to the process (steps 4-13); and finally deployment and execution (steps [15] [16] [17] . In order to promote automation and user-centricity, our modular architecture employs reuse of components and patterns to streamline the design. Furthermore, for the improvement phase we apply an iterative model where users are the key participants through well-defined collaborative interfaces. In the following we describe each component in more detail, as well as the application to our running example.
Functionality-Based Design
The ETL Process Designer component is responsible for the design of an ETL process model that implements the basic ETL functionality: extraction of data from the original data sources, transformation of data to comply with functional requirements and finally loading into target repositories. This part of the method (steps 1-3 in Fig. 8 ) only concerns the functional requirements for the ETL process, producing an ETL model that complies with the information requirements and the characteristics of the target repositories (e.g., star schema with specific facts and dimensions). Thus, it is not connected to our models about quality (or non-functional) requirements. However, it is presented here to showcase how it guarantees the generation of a functionally correct ETL process, which can subsequently be provided as input to and be improved by a quality-enhancement phase. Recently, several approaches have been proposed for the automation of this phase. For example, [44] use an ontology of the data sources and their functional dependencies, together with business queries, to semi-automatically generate the ETL steps and the data warehouse multi-dimensional model at a conceptual level. Similarly, [45] propose an approach where the domain model along with user-requirements are modeled on the ontological level and subsequently, an ETL process is produced, also modeled as an implementation-independent ontology.
Apparently, the required input at this step is an accurate representation of the domain, covering information not only about available data sources, data schemata, entities and interrelations among them (step 2) but also about business requirements (step 1). Concerning our running example, the input would be a description of the TPC-H relational source tables -schemata and constraints -as well as the appropriate modeling of the query: Load in the DW all the suppliers in Europe together with their information (phones, addresses etc.), sorted on their revenue, for example using description logics or a structured description (XML, JSON etc.).
The output of this step is a conceptual ETL process model, which is described in a high-level representation. This model must be abstract enough to allow for the incorporation of patterns reflecting user requirements, but at the same time it can be seamlessly translated to a logical, implementation independent model. In addition, this model must be directly translatable to an intuitive visualization for the system user, using for example BPMN. Thus, we suggest that the model at this step is an ETL-specific extension of the Directed Acyclic Graph, where each node is one high-level ETL operator. [46] provide such a set of high-level ETL operators as part of their proposed BPMN meta-model. The high level representation output of our running example at this point, is the BPMN process in Fig. 1 and the translation to a logical model is the process in Fig. 5a .
Apart from the process model, domain information about available data sources, entities and their characteristics as well as resource constrains is also passed on to the next phase (step 3) to allow for design alterations, where needed.
Quality Enhancement
The second phase (steps 4-13 in Fig. 8 ) regards the infusion of quality parameters to the ETL process. Our architectural design at this stage is influenced by two paradigms from the areas of Software Development and Business Intelligence: agile methods and self-service BI [8] , respectively. The benefits of using agile methods as opposed to the traditional waterfall approach in Data Warehousing activities have recently been recognized [7] . We identify this stage of the ETL process design as a perfect candidate for the application of agile practices because of the complexity and uncertainty of translating quality requirements to design choices. Thus, we adopt the idea of incremental and iterative design with users in the center of the process. Likewise, we adopt the concept of strategy-driven business process analysis from the area of self-service BI, where users make decisions in a declarative fashion based on strategies, goals and measures.
Integrating these ideas, we suggest that users make decisions in stepwise iterations (sprints) that incrementally improve the quality of the ETL process, until they consider it crosses an acceptable quality threshold. Following is a description of each component that shows the means to facilitate this interaction.
The Process Simulator component is assigned with the task of simulating the ETL process and producing primal and complex analytics about both its static structure and its predicted execution behaviour. At this point the users provide their simulation preferences (step 4) that reflect quality characteristics of interest and receive as feedback a user-friendly representation of quality measures (step 5). To this end, it is important to use representative, realistic input data to test the process, which can be achieved either by "feeding" the simulator with a sample of real input data or by providing an effective synthetic test data generation mechanism [47] .
Coming back to our running example, the users decide which of the quality characteristics that we have defined in our models they would be interested in, e.g., the quality dimensions of performance, data quality and security. They are also able to browse through and select among predefined metrics that are related to those dimensions and are of interest for their analysis. Such examples are the indicators of the goal model in Fig. 7 and as explained above, ad-hoc, compound, aggregated measures for specific business needs are also used, with the capability of being broken down to more simple metrics, where visualization plays a key role for their presentation to the user. Calculating the measures as has been showcased in previous sections, happens in a completely automated way, thanks to the machine-readable modeling of the ETL process.
One decision that can be made at this point is the level of detail of the simulation. For example, the analysis can take place on a process level or on a task level, based on a single process run or on aggregated results of multiple process replications. Additionally, the simulation methodology can also be decided, especially for the case of loops, conditions and events (e.g., probabilistic or deterministic). The metrics as well as the user input should be applicable for different parts and levels of detail of the process.
Once the measures calculations about the current version of the process have been presented to the users, they can evaluate how well they align with the strategic goals that have been set and decide which of the quality dimensions should be improved, that can be directly translated to goals in the goal modeling of the following step. Subsequently (step 6), the Analyzer takes as input user goals (step 7) and it is responsible for reasoning about which goals and solution directions are feasible as well as which ones are most fit for use in the specified context. For the first part, it employs goal modeling techniques. As mentioned above, apart from concise visual representation, goal models are used for "what-if" analysis and reasoning. Selecting which goals are pursued every time, goal models can allow to answer feasibility questions about the set of tasks that can be performed, forming the palette of quality patterns that will be used for the optimization problem (step 8).
Considering our running example, the goal model of Fig. 7 can be used for such analysis. For example, the BIM tool ‡ ‡ can provide "what-if" analysis regarding how given input information about goals, processes, situations, indicators, and domain assumptions propagates to other elements in the model. For example, it can answer questions such as: what happens (in other words, what are the possible satisfaction values) with the goal "Improve Performance", if we assume that the goal "Increase # of replicated processes" is satisfied? For the model of Fig. 7 the answer to such questions might appear rather obvious, but this is not the case with real use cases that can produce a very complex business model with tens of different quality characteristics. The situation can become even more complex if we assume some bigger granularity i) in the influences between goals (e.g., using additionally ++ and −− to denote greater positive and negative influence, respectively) and ii) in the possible satisfiability values (e.g., using additionally partial satisfaction and partial denial of goals).
A top-down reasoning is also possible, where the user can select which goals need to be satisfied/denied and the tool can provide possible tasks that can be implemented. For example, selecting the satisfaction of the goals Improve security and Improve performance (at the same iteration) would return no possible tasks, but selecting the satisfaction of the goal Improve data quality would return the possible tasks of Complete with data from external data source and Correct data by crosschecking with other data source.
The second process that can be conducted by the Analyzer is the qualitative evaluation of alternative design patterns application. For this purpose, statistical models can be used that will take as input user goals and quality measures from the simulation of alternative ETL process models and will produce as output (step 8) the (quantitative) relationships between goals and quality patterns, and thus the prioritization of the patterns that should be used, based on user's goals.
The Planner is a core component of the quality enhancement phase, responsible for applying patterns on the ETL process that improve its quality, using as input information about the process structure, current estimated metrics and goals and available patterns prioritization. The available pattern toolset can be predefined and extended on a per case basis and the resulting model after the integration of patterns is a logical model. This model includes a set of configuration and management operations that are not directly related to the functionality of specific flow components, but are rather external to the process (e.g., security configurations). These operations are necessary to complete the palette of available improvement steps for the satisfaction of quality goals. For our running example, such patterns are the tasks of the goal model (Fig. 7) .
Even though the problem space is restricted by estimated (monetary) cost, the optimization problem of selecting an optimal combination of patterns to be applied to the process can be formulated as a multi-objective knapsack problem [48] . In order to tackle complexity, we propose the use of goal models and statistical models on the previous step on one hand; and the application of only one pattern during each iteration, on the other. In this direction, after reasoning, the Planner recommends to the user a list of the highest ranked potential patterns (step 10) in a graph-like visualization, together with utility models, which are annotations denoting the estimated affect of each pattern to the quality goals. Judging solely from the BPMN models and the utility models, users make a selection decision (step 11) and the Planner implements this decision by integrating a pattern to the existing process flow. These patterns are in the form of process components and the Planner carefully merges them to the existing process [49] . Subsequently, new iteration cycles commence (step 12), until the users consider that the model adequately satisfies quality goals. The Planner receives feedback from the actual runtime of the executed process as well as from their simulation (step 13) in order to adjust its heuristics and increase accuracy when selecting top options.
Assessing the feasibility of our approach, we have implemented and presented POIESIS [50] as a prototype of the Planner component. Our tool offers a predefined set of patterns that can be generated and applied to any ETL process on a logical level. It also offers to users the option of defining their own patterns, reusing existing structures and patterns as templates, as well as their own (compound) measures. Hence, POIESIS takes as input the logical representation of an ETL process, as well as the selected patterns to be used and produces alternative ETL flows with different positioning and combinations of the patterns on each flow. The measures for the quality attributes of interest are presented to the user for the top performing flows (using simulation results) and the user selects which of the alternative flows to be used for implementation or further analysis.
Regarding our running example, after four iterations, where the user would select the goals to Improve data completeness, Improve data accuracy, Improve robustness and Improve reliability, the resulting ETL logical model would be the one of Fig. 5b , which corresponds to the initial ETL model with added and integrated patterns.
For data completeness, a pattern has been added to complete missing rows and null values from external data sources. We implemented a simple web application that receives a (HTTP) request containing the suppliers' names for suppliers with empty (null) values for their phones. After matching those names to existing records in its registry, if found the application replies with information about the suppliers, which contains their phones. The corresponding logical steps of the ETL process using this service as a client, can be seen in the WS lookup part of the ETL flow in Fig. 5b . Likewise, for data accuracy, a pattern has been applied to correct data, according to crosschecks with other data sources. We realized this pattern by using a local text file (CSV) that contained the ISO 3166-2 standard information for all countries. This file was crosschecked with the suppliers' records that have missing phone country codes and the corresponding codes for the suppliers' countries were filled in to the telephone numbers. The related logical steps of the ETL process can be seen in the Reference CSV file part of the ETL flow in Fig. 5b . Similarly, to improve reliability and robustness, corresponding patterns of logical steps of the ETL flow, can be seen in the Duplicate calculation steps and the Checkpoint parts of the ETL flow in Fig. 5b , respectively. It should be noticed that the logical steps of the patterns have been generically defined within our tool, resulting in highly configurable patterns that can be integrated to any ETL process with the appropriate configurations (e.g., URLs of available services, attributes to be joined).
Deployment and Execution
Once users observe satisfactory estimations for their measures of interest, they will decide that the quality of the process is acceptable and thus it is ready for deployment and execution (steps 14-17 in Fig. 8 ). The Deployment Generator component processes the logical model and translates it to a platform-specific model (step 16). This step can be realized using existing approaches for (semi-)automated transition among different abstraction levels, focusing on cost and performance [51, 3] . The ETL Process Engine executes the ETL process and as mentioned above, keeps traces to provide related historical analytics to the Planner and the Process Simulator (step 17).
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
The automation of ETL processes is a promising direction in order to effectively face emerging challenges in Business Intelligence mainly caused by data volume, velocity and variety. Although information systems are developed by professionals with technical expertise, it is important to align the design of underlying processes with an end-user perspective that reflects business requirements. In this paper, we have proposed a model for ETL process quality characteristics that constructively uses concepts from the fields of Data Warehousing, ETL, Data Integration, Software Engineering and Goal Modeling. One important aspect about our model is that for each and every characteristic, there has been suggested measurable indicators that derive solely from existing literature. Our model includes the relationships between different characteristics and can indicate how the improvement of one characteristic by the application of design modifications can affect others. We have shown how our defined models can be used to automate the task of selecting among alternative designs and improving ETL processes according to defined user goals. Future work will include the definition of methodologies that use our models as staring points to generate various goal models from different frameworks, for which refinements, satisfiability propagation and elicitation of goals will be straightforward.
